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Abstract 

We establish that every monadic second-order property of the behauiour of a machine 
(transition systems and tree automata are typical examples of machines) is a monadic second- 
order property of the machine itself. In this way, we clarify the distinction between “dynamic” 
properties of machines (i.e., properties of their behaviours), and their “static” properties (i.e., 
properties of the graphs or relational structures representing them). It is important for program 
verification that the dynamic properties that one wants to verify can be formulated statically, in 
the simplest possible way. As a corollary of our main result, we also obtain that the monadic 
theory of an algebraic tree is decidable. 

0. Introduction 

Abstract computing devices like Turing machines, automata, transition systems, or 

program schemes will be called machines. Each machine has an associated behauiour: 
the computed function for a Turing machine, the recognized language for an automa- 

ton, a (usually infinite) tree for a transition system or a program scheme. Machines are 

usually finite whereas their behaviours are infinite, except in degenerated cases. 

Semantics deals with properties of behaviours whereas verification deals with machin- 

es: the task is to verify on a given machine some desired property of its behaviour. It is 

thus important to obtain a simplest possible expression in terms of the machine of 
properties of its behaviour. More precisely, for every property P of the behaviours of 

the machines M of a class %, one obtains a property P, of the machines of ‘% defined 

by: 

P*(M) :o P(bbv(M)), 
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where bbv(M) denotes the behaviour of M. Knowing %Z, bhv and P, what can be said 
about P,? Nothing if V is the class of Turing machines because Rice’s Theorem tells us 
that P, is undecidable except if P is identically true or false. The situation is much 
better as we shall prove for automata, transition systems, and program schemes if 
their properties and those of their behaviours are expresssed in monadic second-order 
logic. Such an expression is possible if machines and behaviours are represented by 
logical structures, which is easy to achieve. Why monadic second-order logic rather 
than another logical language? There are two reasons: first because it is decidable on 
many structures like finite or infinite trees and “tree-like” finite or infinite graphs 
(essentially by applications of Rabin’s Theorem, see the survey by Thomas [21] for 
trees and Courcelle [6] for graphs) and secondly because it subsumes many languages 
like temporal logics or p-calculus [13]. 

All our main results are of the following form (Theorem 4.1, expressed here in 
a nontechnical way): 

For every monadic second-order property P of the infinite trees representing the 

behaviours of deterministic transition systems, the property P, of these transition 

systems can be expressed by a monadic second-order formula. This formula can be 

eflectively constructed from a given one expressing P. 
The translation is uniform in the sense that a unique formula gives a correct 

expression of P, for all deterministic transition systems. The extension to nondeter- 
ministic systems is a conjecture, see Conjecture 4.2. 

The construction establishing this theorem works for infinite as well as finite 
deterministic transition systems. We give an application to program schemes that uses 
the infinite case. The behaviour of a recursive program scheme is an infinite tree, called 
algebraic in [3,4], and that is not in general regular, i.e., that is not the behaviour of 
a finite transition system. The decidabililty of the monadic theory of an algebraic 
nonregular tree is not an immediate consequence of Rabin’s Theorem. However, we 
establish it in the following way. An algebraic tree is the behaviour of a infinite 
deterministic transition system, that, considered as a graph, is “close enough to 
a regular tree” to have a decidable monadic theory. The result follows then from 
Theorem 4.1. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 1 is devoted to preliminaries concerning 
monadic second-order logic and trees; Section 2 establishes some results concerning 
automata defining sets of finite words and trees; Section 3 deals with automata 
defining infinite trees; Section 4 gives applications to transition systems and Section 5 
to algebraic trees; Section 6 is a final survey and a conclusion. An appendix contains 
the proof of the central technical result (Theorem 3.1). 

1. Preliminaries 

Let Y be a logical language appropriate for describing the properties of the logical 
structures in a class ti. We mean by this that a satisfaction relation + is defined. This 
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relation is a subset of 9 x 2’. We write S /= 9 if and only if (S, 9) belongs to + . Since 
the behaviour of a machine is frequently a set of structures we also define, for _M ~4: 

~2 + 9 if and only if Y + 9 for all Y E J?, 

db39 if and only if yk 9 for some YEJ?. 

It follows in particular that for J4 and 2 as above, we have 

$4 + 9 for every formula 9 in 2, 

_M + 3 true if and only if JZ # 0 and 

_M t= true for every 4 c 6. 

Note also that _M b 9 holds if and only if _M k 3l 9 does not. The Y-theory of 

a class JY as above is the set of formulas in Y such that _H + 9 holds. This theory is 
decidable if it is a recursive set of formulas. The Z-satisjiability problemfor a class A is 
the problem of deciding whether a given formula 9 satisfies _M + 3 9. If 9 is closed 
under negation, then the Y-theory of 4 is decidable if and only if its Z-satisfiability 
problem is decidable. 

A transductionffrom a set A to a set B is a multivalued mapping from A to B, which 
one can also consider as a subset of A x B. The image of a subset C of A underfis the 
set of all images underfof the elements of C. The inverse image of a subset C of B under 

f is the set of all elements of A having at least one image under f in C. 
Let (I and d’ be two classes of structures andf be a transduction from 4 to 6’. Let 

2’ and 2? be two languages expressing properties of structures in d and 4’ respectively. 
We say that f is (3, Y)-compatible if there exists an algorithm that associates with 
every formula 9 of 8’ a formula I,G of 2’ such that for every structure S in 6. 

S t= $ if and only if f(S) b3 9. 

We use the term Y-compatible for (~2, _5?)-compatible. Iff is (9, 8’)-compatible 
and if a subclass & of 3 has a decidable ?Z-satisfiability problem, then the classf(&) 
has a decidable 2”-satisfiability problem. 

These general definitions will be used for relational structures and monadic second- 
order logic. We review these notions together with that of a monadic second-order 
definable transduction of structures. Let R be a finite ranked set of symbols where 
each element r in R has a rank p(r) in IV +. A symbol r in R is considered as a p(r) -ary 
relation symbol. An R-(relational) structure is a tuple S = (Ds,(rS),& where Ds is 
a (possibly empty) set, called the domain of S, and rs is a subset of DP,“’ for each r in R. 

We denote by a(R) the class of R-structures. 
We review monadic second-order logic (MS logic) briefly. Its formulas (called MS 

formulas for short), intended to describe properties of structures S as above, are 
written with variables of two types namely lower case symbols x, x’, y, . . . called object 

variables, denoting elements of Ds, and upper case symbols X, Y, Y’, . . . called set 
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variables, denoting subsets of Ds. The atomic formulas are of the forms 
x = y, I(Xr, . ..) x,) where r is in R and n = p(r)), and x E X, and formulas are formed 
with propositional connectives and quantifications over the two kinds of variables. 
For every finite set W of object and set variables, we denote by Y(R, W) the set of all 

formulas that are written with relational symbols from R and have their free variables 
in W; we also let 9(R):= Y(R,@) d enote the set of closed formulas. 

Let S be an R-structure, let rp E Z(R, W), and let y be a W-assignment in S, (i.e., 
y(X) is a subset of Ds for every set variable X in W, and y(x) E Ds for every object 
variable x in W; we write this y : W+ S to be short). We write (S, y) b cp if and only if 
cp holds in S for y. We write S + rp in the case where cp has no free variable. A property 
of R-structures is MS-definable if there is a formula cp in L?‘(R) such that, for every 
R-structure S, this property holds if and only if Si== cp; a class of R-structures is 
MS-dejinable if it is the class of R-structures that satisfies an MS-definable property. The 
theory of a class of structures with respect to MS logic is usually called its monadic theory. 

The corresponding satisfiability problem will be called its monadic satisjiability problem. 
We review from [lo] MS-dejinable tranductions of relational structures, which will 

turn out to be MS-compatible. Let R and 9 be two finite ranked sets of relation 
symbols. The objective is to specify a transduction from tr(R) to @?) by MS formulas. 

A simple way to do that is by means of a tuple of formulas ($, (0,),,,) where $ E Lf’(R, 

(XI}), &~z(R,{x~,...,xp~,, }), for q E 22. For every S in b(R), we let T in cl(S) be 
defined as follows: 

D, = {WgDs, Sl= ti(d)}, 

for each q in 9: 

qT = {(L.., d,,q,)ED$cq)lSk ~q(de.,dpd). 
The idea is to transform a structure S into a structure T by defining T “inside” S by 

means of MS formulas. This is nothing but the classical notion of semantic intepreta- 
tion (see for instance Rabin [20] ). However, we extend this notion in three ways. First 
we introduce an MS formula rp that specifies the structures S for which T is to be 
defined; second we use formulas written with a set W of free set variables, called the 
parameters, so that T is defined not only from S but also from subsets of its domain 
taken as values of the parameters; third, we define T inside an intermediate structure 
made of k disjoint copies of S (for some fixed k). This makes it possible to construct 
T with a domain larger than that of S (larger within the factor k). We now give 
a formal definition. We let W be a finite set of set variables called the parameters. 
A (3, R)-dejinition scheme is a tuple of formulas of the form 

A = 6% ~1,...,IC/k,(ez)zE~*k), 

where 

k > 0, 9*k:= {(q,j)lqE~,jE[klP(q)}, [k] = (1, . . . . k}, 

~PE~(R, W), 
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$iEZ(R, WU {Xl}) for i = 1, . . ..k. 

O,EY(R, Wu {x1 ,..., x,(,)}), for z = (q,j)E9*k. 

These formulas are intended to define a structure Tin @Z) from a structure S in O(R) 
and values of the parameters in the following way: T is defined only if cp holds true in 
S for the considered values of the parameters; assuming this condition fulfilled, the 
formulas $ 1, . . . tik, define the domain of T as the disjoint union of the sets Di, . . . , &, 

where Di is the set of elements of the domain of S that satisfy $i. Finally, the formulas 

0, for z = (4, j), j E Ckl Pcq), define the relation qT, f&j) specifies the p(q)-tuples 

(d r, . . . , dpCqj) such that ((d,, iJ, . . . , (dpCqj, ipCqJ) E qT where j = (iI, . . . , ipcqj). Here are the 
formal definitions. 

Let S E cl(R), let y be a W-assignment in S such that (S, y) + cp. The &structure 
T with domain D,cDs x [k] defined in (S, y) by d is such that 

(i) DT = {(d, i)ldED .s, i E Ckl, (S, Y, 4 k tii> 
(ii) for each q in 9: 

qT = {((d,, ii), . . ..(&. i,))E%l(S, Y, dr, . . ..d.)t= fl(q.j)) wherej = (6, . . ..i.) and 

r = P(4). 
(BY (S, Y, di, . . . , d,) + O(q,j), we mean (S, y’) + 8,,, j), where y’ is the assignment ex- 

tending y, such that y’(Xi) = di for all i = 1, . .., t: a similar convention is used for 
(S, y, d) + tji.) Since T is associated in a unique way with S, y and d whenever 
(S, y) k cp, we can use the functional notation def,(S, y) for T. We write def,(S) = T 

when there are no parameters so that no assignment y is involved. The transduction 
de$ned by A is the relation def, := {(S, T)) T = def,(S, y) for some W-assignment y in 
S} G d(R) x ~(9). A transduction z CC@) x &!) is MS-dejnable if it is equal to def, for 
some (9, R)-definition scheme A. A bidejinable coding between two classes of struc- 
tures is a bijection z between these classes such that T and its inverse are MS-definable. 

Example. We consider the functional transduction that maps a word u in {a, b)+ to 
the word u3 where {a, b}+ denotes the set of nonempty words written with a and b. In 
order to define it as a transduction of structures, we represent the words in {a, b} + as 
structures in the following way. If u has length n, then the associated structure (Iu/I is 

((1,2, **., n}, sue, p., pb >, where 

the domain {1,2, . . . . n} is the set of positions of letters in u, 

p=(i) holds if and only if a is the letter at ith position, 

pb(i) holds if and only if b is the letter at ith position, 

suc(i, j) holds if and only if j = i + 1. 

For example, S = ((1,2,3,4}, sue, p,,, pb) represents the word abba. We shall 
construct a definition scheme A such that def,(S) is the structure 

T= ({1,,21,31,41,12,22,32,42,13,23,33,43},sue’,pb,pb) 
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where we write ij instead of (i, j), so that ij is the jth copy of i for j = 1,2,3, and 

sUC’(ij, k,) holds if and only if k, is the successor of ij in the above enumeration of 
the domain of T. 

p;(G) holds if i E { 1,4}, j E {1,2, 3) and 

pb(ij) holds otherwise. 

Clearly, T represents the word u3 = abbaabbaabba. 
We let A be the definition scheme without parameter (cp, 11/i, e2, $3, 

(~(sUC,i,j))i,j=1,2,3, (e(p.,i))i = I, 2,3 (e(pb,i))i= I, 2.3) such that 

cp expresses that the input structure indeed represents a word in (a, b} +, 
11/1, I)~, ~,h~ are identical to the Boolean constant true, 

~(sue,i,j) (XI, x2) is suC(x~, x2) if i = j, 

f?csuqi,j) (x1, x2) expresses that x1 is the last position and that x2 is the first one if i = 1 
andj=2,orifi=2andj=3, 

Bbue,i,jJ (xi, x2) is the constant false otherwise, 

~(p_,i)(Xl) is P&I) for i = L2, 3, 
d(pb,i)(X1) is p&xi) for i = 1,2, 3. 

It is clear that for every word u, the structure def,( )I uil) . IS isomorphic to the structure 

l/u311. 

Proposition 1.1 (Courcelle [lo]). (1) Every MS-definable transduction is MS-compat- 

ible. In other words, the inverse image of and MS-dejnable class of structures under an 
MS-definable transduction is an MS-definable class of structures. 

(2) If a class of structures has a decidable monadic theory or a decidable monadic 

satisfiability problem, then so has its image under an MS-definable transduction. 

The behaviour mappings of machines that we shall consider below will be MS- 
compatible without being MS-definable. 

1.1. Trees 

We review the various notions of trees that we shall use. We define trees in terms of 
relational structures in order to express their properties by logical formulas. All trees 
will be rooted and directed in such a way that every node is reachable from the root by 
a unique directed path. 

A tree is a relational structure t = (N, Sue) the domain of which, N, is the set of 
nodes oft and where Sue is a binary relation on N called the successor relation, subject 
to conditions listed below. (If (x, y) belongs to Sue, we say that y is a successor of x and 
that x is a predecessor of y. We shall denote by Sue(x) the set of successors of a node x.) 
Here are the conditions that Sue must satisfy: 

(1) there exists a node r such that (r, x) belongs to Sue* for every x in N (where Sue* 
denotes the reflexive and transitive closure of Sue), 
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(2) there is no pair (x, y) in Sue such that (y, x) belongs to Sue*, 
(3) every node has at most one predecessor. 
If these conditions hold, then there exists a unique node r satisfying (l), it will be 

called the root of t; it has no predecessor and all other nodes have exactly one 
predecessor. Considering t as a simple directed graph with set of vertices N and set of 
edges Sue (handled here as a subset of N x N), one can express conditions (l)-(3) as 
follows (in the language of graph theory): there is a vertex r from which every vertex is 
reachable by a directed path, the graph has no loop and no circuit, and every vertex 
has indegree at most 1. It follows that every vertex is reachable from the root by 
a unique directed path called its access path. 

In certain cases it is useful to attach labels to nodes. A node labelled tree can be defined 
as a relational structure t = (N, Sue, (P&J where A is the set of node labels, P, 
is a unary relation on N, i.e., a set of nodes and x belongs to P, if and only if x has 
label a. 

We now associate trees with directed graphs, called their unfoldings. Let G be 
a directed graph, possibly with multiple edges, given by a 4-tuple (V, E, src, tgt) 

where V is the set of vertices, E is the set of edges, src and tgt are total mappings from 
E and V that define respectively the source and the target of every edge. A path in G is 
a finite sequence of edges (el, . .., e,) such that tgt(ei) = scr(ei+ 1) for every 
i=l 9 ..*, n - 1. The origin of this path is src(e,) and its end is tgt(e,). We shall denote 
by Paths(G, x) the set of paths in G that have origin x. (We put in this set the empty 
sequence and consider it as a path with origin and end x.) The unfolding of G from 
a vertex x is the tree (Paths(G, x), Sue) where (p, p’) belongs to Sue if and only if p’ 
extends p by exactly one edge. Figs. 3 and 4 below in Section 4 show a directed a graph 
and one of its unfoldings. 

We now introduce trees equipped with edge labels distinguishing the different 
successors of the nodes. We let D be a finite set of labels, called the set of directions. 

A D-tree is a tree, the successor relation of which is the union of pairwise disjoint 
relations Sue, for d in D, in such a way that for every x in N and d in D, there is at most 
one node y such that (x, y) belongs to SUQ. This node y will be called the d-successor of 
x; if one considers t as a graph, one can consider d as a label attached to the edge (x, y). 
Note that every node x has at most Card(D) successors. A D-tree will be given by 
a relational structure t = (N, (SucJdeD) where (x, y) belongs to Sued if and only if y is 
the d-successor of x. For every node x of t, we let w(x) denote the word in 
D* consisting of the sequence of labels of the edges forming the access path of x. It is 
clear that w is a one-to-one mapping of N onto a prefix closed language included in 
D*. By this bijection (x, y) E SUC,, if and only if w(y) = w(x) d. 

We shall make a special use of the [k]-tree corresponding in this way to the 
language [I?]*. (We recall that [k] denotes { 1, . . . . k).) We shall call it the complete 
k-ary tree. We shall denote by U the complete binary tree. 

We shall also use ordered trees. An ordered tree is a triple (N, Sue, < ) such that 
(N, Sue) is a tree and d is a partial order on N such that: 

(1) two nodes are related by < if and only if they have the same predecessor, 
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(2) each set Sue(x) is linearly ordered with respect to < and has the order type o if 
it is infinite. 

By fixing a linear order d ’ on D, one can make a D-tree into an ordered tree: it 
suffices to define a partial order on nodes as follows: 

x < y if and only if, either x = y or x is the d-successor and y is the d’-successor of 
some node z, for some d and d’ in D such that d d ‘d’. 

There is also a bijection between the set of ordered trees and a certain set of binary 
trees. We let D = {first, next}. With an ordered tree t = (N, SW, <) we associate the 
D-tree bin(t) = (N, SucarsB Suc,.J such that: 

Sucarst = ((x, y) 1 y is the first element in the set Sue(x)} 
(first means smallest with respect to d ) 

Suc,,,t = {(x, y) 1 x and y belong to Sue(z) for some z 
and y follows x in the linear order < on Sue(z)}. 

Note that bin(t) belongs to the set s of D-trees, the root of which has no next- 
successor. We now define a mapping from S to ordered trees that will turn out to be 
the inverse to bin. With a D-tree in S of the form (N, S~cf,,~, Suc,,&, we associate the 
ordered tree flat(t) = (N, Sue, <) where Sue = Suca,&Suc,,,J* and x d y if and only 
if (x, y) belongs to (Suc,,,J*. 

Lemma 1.2. The mappings bin and flat are MS-definable. They are one-to-one and 

inverse of each other. 

The proof consists in easy verfications. We only illustrate the transformations with 
a picture. The left part of Fig. 1 shows an ordered tree t (where the successors of nodes 
are ordered from left to right in a natural way) and the right part shows the D-tree 
bin(t), with the following convention: its first-edges are oriented top-down to the left 
and its next-edges are oriented horizontally to the right. 

We finally recall the definition of trees built over ranked alphabets. A ranked 

alphabet offunction symbols is an alphabet A, given with a rank mapping p from A into 

N. Let k be the maximal rank of a symbol in A. A tree over A is a node labelled [k]-tree 

1 

RR 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 10 

Fig 1. 
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of the form t = (N, Suer, . . . , Suck, (PO)& such that the followingg conditions 
hold: 

(1) every node x belongs to one and only one set P,, and the corresponding a is 
called the label of x, 

(2) if m is the rank of the label of a node x, then x has an i-successor for each 
i = 1, . ..) m and no i-successor for any i > m. 

We let T”(A) denote the set of such trees, and by T(A) the subset of those that are 
finite. The trees in T(A) correspond in a well-known way to finite terms built over A, 

considered as a set of function symbols. If A is a ranked alphabet with all symbols of 
rank k > 0, then the trees in T”(A) are formed by attaching labels from A to the nodes 
of the complete k-ary tree, hence they are nothing but total mappings from [k]* to A. 
If all symbols in A have rank 2, we denote T”(A) by U(A). 

2. Automata that define finite words or trees 

Let A be a finite alphabet. An automaton over A is a relational structure 

consisting of a possibly infinite domain 9 (usually called the set of states), of unary 
relations I c 9 and F c 22 representing the sets of initial and final states, and of binary 
relations R, and R, (for a E A) representing the transitions on inputs, respectively, 
E (the empty word) and a. We denote by L(d) the language (a subset of A*) dejned (or 
recognized) by d. If d is finite (i.e., if 9 is finite) then L(d) is a regular language. 

Lemma 2.1. The emptiness of L(d) is an MS-dejnuble property of aI. 

Proof. It suffices to observe that L(d) = 8 if and only if the transitive closure of 
R, u U {R, 1 a E A} contains no pair (4, 4’) with q E I and q’ E F. This can be expressed 
in MS logic since the transitive closure of an MS-definable relation is MS-definable. 
We recall the proof of this last fact. Let R be a binary relation on a set 9. A subset X of 
9 is R-closed, if it contains all elements y of 9 such that R(x, y) holds for some x in X. 
For any x, y in 9, the pair (x, y) belongs to the transitive closure of R if and only if 
there exists an element z such that R(x, z) holds and y belongs to every R-closed subset 
of 9 containing z. This characterization of transitive closure is expressible by an MS 
formula using a universal quantification on all R-closed sets where, of course, we 
assume that R is given by an MS formula. 17 

Let 39 = W, (WoEa, I’, F’ > be another automaton over A, without s-transitions. 
Let 

d x W = (3 x 9’, (R, x R&,oA, R, x A2,, Ix I’, F x F’) 
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be the product-automaton of d and $8’. (If R E 2? x 22 and R’ E 2’ x d’, then R x R’ is the 
binary relation on d x 9’ such that ((p, q), (p’, q’)) E R x R’ if and only if (p, p’) E R and 
(q, q’) E R’. We denote by A9, the diagonal relation, namely {(q, q) 1 q E Y>.) It is 
well-known that L(S x 93) = L(d) n L(g). 

Lemma 2.2. For every fixed finite automaton 6% without e-transitions, the mapping 
d H d x B is an MS-dejnable transduction. 

Proof. Easy verification. The complete construction is given in [lo]. q 

Theorem 2.3. The transduction associating with an automaton the language it defines is 
MS-compatible. In other words, for every MS-formula rp, the properties L(d) k s cp and 

L(a) k cp of an automaton d are MS-definable. There is an algorithm that constructs 

from cp the corresponding MS formulas 

Proof. By the basic theorem of Biichi and Elgot saying that a set of words is regular if 
and only if it is MS-definable [21, Theorem 3.21, one can construct from cp a finite 
automaton 6?# without s-transitions such that, for every w E A* 

(1 w I( + cp if and only if w E L(a). 

(A word w is represented by the logical structure IIwlI as explained in Section 1.) It 
follows that 

LW)k3cp 
if and only if L(d) n L(33) # fl 
if and only if L(,c4 x W) # 8. 

Since the mapping JZZ’ H d x W is an MS-definable transduction (Lemma 2.2), and 
since the property L(W) # 8 of an automaton %? is MS-definable by Lemma 2.1, it 
follows from Proposition 1.1 that L(& x $43) # 8 is MS-definable as a property of d. 
Note that for every given formula cp, the automaton D is finite, fixed and can be 
effectively constructed. For the case of L(d) + cp one constructs similarly 9’ from 
lcp and one gets 

L(d) + cp 
if and only if L(d) n L(Z) = 0 
if and only if L(.& x W’) = 0. 

The latter condition is also MS-definable as a property of d. 0 

Theorem 2.3 proves in particular that for every regular language K GA* the 
property L(d)cK of a finite or infinite automaton d is MS-definable. For the 
opposite inclusion, we have the following fact. 
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-n f --- 4--24--l 4-O -WI -b2 -&j--b --- 

Fig 2. 

Proposition 2.4. Let K be a fixed regular language. The property L(d) 2 K of ajnite 

automaton ~2 is not MS-definable in general. It is on the class of deterministic automata. 

Proof. We let ,c4,,, be the nondeterministic automaton shown on Fig. 2, where the 
final states are m, 0, - 1, -2, . . ., - n. The initial state is 0. All arrows indicate 
transitions with input letter a. 

Clearly L(&‘,,,) = {E, a, a’, . . . a”, a”‘, a’“+ I, am+‘, . ..} hence L(&&za* if and 
only if m < n + 1. One can construct an MS-definable transduction mapping a word 
of the form a”bc”’ to the automaton d,,,; if an MS-formula on d,,, could express 
that L(d,,,) za*, then the language {a”bc”’ 1 m < n + l} would be MS-definable by 
Proposition 1.1, hence regular by Bi_ichi-Elgot’s theorem, which is not the case. 

Here is a definition scheme without parameters for this transduction. We take 
A = (cp, II/, oRa, BI, 0,) where cp expresses that the input structure of the form 
S = (Ds, sue, pa, p,,, pc) indeed represents a word of the form a”bc”’ for some n and m. 
The formula II/ is the constant true (hence Ds will be the domain of the constructed 
structure, i.e., the set of states of the automaton). The other formulas are such that: 

QR,(xl, x2) holds if and only if either suc(xz, x1) and p,(xJ 

or suc(x~, x2) and ~~(4 
or x1 = x2 and x1 has no successor. 

er(xl) is the formula pb(xl). 
&(x1) holds if and only if either p,(xI) or pb(xl) 

or x1 has no successor. 

Let us now assume that d is a deterministic automaton: an MS-definable transduc- 
tion can be constructed that associated with d another deterministic automaton d’, 
such that L(d’) = A* - L(d). Hence, 

L(d) 1 K if and only if L(&“) G A* - K 

and this latter property is MS-definable on d if d is deterministic by Proposition 1.1 
and the proof technique of Theorem 2.3. 0 

Corollary 2.5. There is no MS-definable transduction that associates with a finite 

nondeterministic automaton an equivalent deterministic one, or an automaton dejining 
the complement language. 

Proof. Immediate from Propositions 2.4 and 1.1. 0 
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2.1. Tree-automata 

The case of automata defining finite trees is very similar to that of automata 
defining words. We let A be a ranked alphabet of function symbols, and we recall that 
the set ofjnite trees over A is denoted by T(A). A tree t in T(A) is defined (see Section 1) 
as a relational structure of the form (N, Sue,, SUQ, . . . , Suck, (P,),,,& where N is the 
set of nodes, SUei(x, y) holds if and only if y is the ith successor of x, and P,(x) holds if 
and only if a is the label of x. 

A tree automaton over A is a relational structure of the form 

where 3? is the domain (the set of states), R, is a (p(a) + l)-ary relation on 9, F is 
a subset of 9 called the set of accepting (or final) states. The set ofJinite trees de$ned (or 
recognized) by d is the subset L(d) of T(A) defined as follows. We need the notion of 
a run of& on a tree t E T(A). Let t E T(A) and N be the set of its nodes. A run of d on 
t is a mapping r: N + 1 such that: 

if x E N has label a of rank 0, then r(x) E R,, 
if x E N has label a of rank k and successors x1, . .., xk 

then (r(x& . . . . +kh 44) E R,. 

We let root(t) denote the root of a tree t and we call r(root(t)) the root-state of the 
run r. A run is accepting if r(root(t)) E F. We let L(d) be the set of trees in T(A) having 
an accepting run. 

Lemma 2.6. The property L(d) # 8 is MS-dejinable on d. 

Proof. Let X be the set of states q of J$’ that are the root-states of some runs on some 
trees in T(A) . This set is the least set Y (for inclusion) such that 

(1) R, E Y for every a of rank 0, 
(2) for every k > 0, for every x1, .,., & E Y if (x1, . . . . xk, y) E R, for some a E A of 

rank k, then y E Y. 

These two conditions can be written in first-order logic. If P(Y) is an MS-property 
of sets Y, then it can be expressed in MS-logic that a set Z is the least set (for inclusion) 
that satisfies property P. It follows that the set X can be characterized by an 
MS-formula. Since the condition L(d) # 8 is equivalent to X n F # 8, this latter 
condition can also be expressed by an MS-formula on &. 0 

As for automata defining words, one can define for any two tree automata d and 
913 over A a product automaton & x 93 such that L(&’ x g) = L(d) n L(B) [15]. 
Furthermore, for any fixed finite automaton 9J the transduction &H&’ x 33 is 
MS-definable (by an immediate extension of the construction of Lemma 2.2). By using 
the theorem by Thatcher et al. saying that a subset of T(A) is MS-definable if and only 
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if it is definable by a finite tree automaton [21, Theorem 11. l]), one gets, essentially by 
the same proof as in Theorem 2.3 the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.7. The transduction that associates with a jnite or infinite tree automaton 

over a ranked alphabet A the subset of T(A) it dejnes is MS-compatible. Hence, for 

every MS-formula q the properties L(d) k 3 cp and L(d) + cp of a tree automaton 
JX? are MS-definable. There is an algorithm that constructsfrom cp the corresponding MS 

formulas. 

3. Automata defining infinite trees 

We denote by U the complete binary tree ({1,2}*, Sucl, Sue,) where, for i = 1,2, 
SUCi is the binary relation {(u, ui) 1 u E { 1,2}*}. The root of T is E, the empty word and 
w is the left (resp. right) successor of u if and only if (u, w) belongs to Sucl (resp. to 
SUQ). If A is a finite set of function symbols, all of rank 2, then U(A) denotes the set of 
trees built over A, also called A-trees, i.e., of labellings by symbols from A of the 
complete binary tree T. These trees are nothing but mappings {1,2}* --t A. 

A Rabin automaton over A of index n is a relational structure 

d = (%(Ra)ae~,F,(Ui)i=~ ,_.., n,(Lt)i=~ ,..., n> 
where 9 is the finite or infinite domain (the set of states), R, is a ternary relation on 
9 for each a, and F, Vi, Li for i = 1, . . . , n are subsets of 9. A run of d on t E T(A) is 
a mapping r:{l,2}* -P 9 such that, for every u E {1,2}*, we have (r(ul), r(u2), 
r(u)) E R, where a = t(u) E A. This run is accepting if its root-state r(z) belongs to F and 
if, in the case where n 3 1, the following condition (C) also holds: 

1’ 

for every infinite word WE {1,2}” (i.e., every infinite branch 

(C) w in U) there is an integer i E { 1, . . . , n} such that 

In(r, W) n Ui # $3 and In(r, W) n Li = 0 

where In(r, w) is the set of states q such that q = r(u) for infinitely many finite prefixes 
u of w. We let L(d) denote the set of A-trees on which d has an accepting run. For 
every q E 9, we let also L(&, q) denote the set of A-trees on which there exists a run 
with root-state q that satisfies condition (C) (when n >, 1). Hence, L(d) = 
lJ{ L(d, q) 1 q E F} . A subset of T(A) is Rabin-recognizable if it is of the form L(d) for 
some Rabin automaton d having finitely many states. 

Note that a Rabin automaton of index 0 over A is nothing but a tree automaton as 
defined in Section 2, where all symbols of A are of rank 2. For such an automaton, 
condition (C) is not required. However, the automata is Section 2 accept finite trees 
whereas here we consider automata accepting infinite ones. 

Theorem 3.1. Let A be a jinite alphabet of symbols of rank 2. The transduction 
associating with ajinite or infinite tree automaton d over A the set of A-trees it dejnes is 
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MS-compatible. In other words, if K is a Rabin recognizable set of A-trees, then the 
property of a finite or infinite tree automaton d over A that L(d) n K # f#~ is 

MS-dejnable. An MS formula expressing it can be effectively constructed from a jnite 

Rabin automaton defining K. 

The proof uses many additional definitions, lemmas and results from Niwinski 
[18, 191. We give it in the appendix in order not to break the exposition. Applications 
to transition systems and algebraic trees will be given in the next sections. The 
following result is almost a generalization of Theorem 3.1, except that it concerns only 
finite automata d whereas Theorem 3.1 concerns also infinite automata. 

Theorem 3.2. Let n be an integer and A be a finite alphabet of symbols of rank 2. The 

transduction associating with a finite Rabin automaton over A of index n the set of 
A-trees it defines is MS-compatible. 

Proof. We let K be an MS-definable set of A-trees. It is Rabin recognizable. We need 
only prove that the property L(d) n K # 8 of a finite Rabin automaton & over A of 
index n is MS-definable. 

We let B, = {II, I, I}” and A’ = A x B,. We transform a Rabin automaton & = (4 

(R.).s~, F, (UJi = 1, ...,n (&)i = 1, . ...,> into the tree automaton &’ = @, (%,),+4,, F) 
such that for a E A and b E B,: 

RC(l,bj is the set of triples (qi, q2, q) in R, such that, 
for every i = 1, . . . . n the ith component of b is 

U if 4 E Ui - Li, 
1 if 4 E Li, 

_L if q4Ui U Li. 

We let rrl : A’ + A be the first projection (ni (a, b) = a) and we let nn, denote also its 
extension: U(A’) -+ U(A), i.e., nl(t) = nl 0 t for t in U(A’). We let rcz denote the other 
projection, extended similarly: T(A’) + U(h). 

We let D c U(h) be the set of B,-trees t such that, for every infinite branch oft, there 
exists an integer i E [l, n] such that 

(1) infinitely many nodes of this branch have a label, the ith component of which is II, 
(2) only finitely many nodes of this branch have a label, the ith component of which 

is 1. 

Claim. L(d) n K = TC,(L(&‘) n 71;’ (D) n 7~; l(K)). 

Note in particular that we have L(d) = al(L(&‘) n n;‘(D)). The idea of the 
construction of &’ and D is the following. A tree t belongs to L(d) if and only if 
a state of d can be associated with each of its nodes in such a way that conditions of 
two types are satisfied. Some conditions are local: they express that the chosen states 
form a run with root-state in F. The others are global: they concern the memberships 
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in the sets Ui and Li of the states that occur infinitely many times on branches. The 
information concerning these memberships can be “guessed” in the form of n-tuples in 
B, associated with each node. That the guess is correct with respect to the considered 
run is a local condition, and the automaton d’ performs this verification. The 
condition concerning infiniteness of repetitions on each branch is a global condition, 
that now does not depend on A@’ or ~2’. To summarize, we can separate the verification 
that t belongs to L(d) into three steps: 

(1) a guess at each node of some information depending on the index n of d, 
(2) a verification of the “local” correctness of the guess, by an automaton d’ of 

index 0 constructed from d, 
(3) a verification of the “global”, “infinitary” condition, which can be done by 

a fixed Rabin automaton of index n, independent of d, that takes the guesses as 
input. 

Proof of the claim. (1) Let t E L(d) n 7~; ‘(D) n TC; ‘(K) and r be a run of d’ on t. 
Then r is a run of d on q(t), with a root-state in F. Let w be an infinite branch oft. 
Let 3’ be the set of states that occur infinitely many times on this branch. Let i E [l, n] 
be some index such that on this branch infinitely many nodes have a label (a, b) with 
the ith element bi of b equal to u and only finitely many with bi equal to I. Then, 

(1) On the infinite set of nodes such that bi = u, some state 4 E % occurs infinitely 
many times (because 2 is assumed to be finite) and by the construction of d’ this state 
q belongs to Ui - L1: 

(2) Let us now consider a state q that occurs infinitely many times. If this state 
belongs to Li then the component bi is equal to I infinitely many times. But this 
contradicts the initial assumption on i. This proves that q$Li. 

Hence this branch fulfills the accepting condition of d. Hence x1(t) E L(d). Since 
t E n;‘(K) we also have q(t) E K hence q(t) E L(d) n K. 

(E) Let conversely t E L(d) n K. Let r be an accepting run of d on t. For each 
node x of t, we let b E B, be the sequence (b,, . . . . b,) such that for all i = 1, . . . . n: 

bi = U if T(X)E Ui - Li, 

bi = 1 if r(X)E Li, 

bi = I if r(X)$UiULi, 

and we replace the node label a of x by (a, b). In this way we define a tree t’ E %(A’)such 
that nl(t’) = t and t’ E L&l’). Clearly t’ E n;‘(K), hence we need only prove that 
t’ E 7~; ‘(II). Since the run r of d on t is accepting, for every infinite branch w oft there 
is an index i such that the set P of states of d that occur infinitely often on w satisfies 
P n Ui # 0 and P n Li = 0. From the definition of t’ the ith element bi of the second 
component of the labels of the nodes on the branch w is equal to u infinitely many 
times and equal to I finitely many times (we use here the fact that Li is finite). Hence 
t’ E rc; ‘(D). It follows that t’ E L(d’) n TT; ‘(D) n n; ‘(K) as was to be proved. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 3.2 (conclusion). It follows that L(d) n K # 8 if and only if 
L(d’) n K' # 8 where K' is the Rabin recognizable set n; ‘(D) n rcn; l(K). This latter 

property of d’ is MS-definable by Theorem 3.1 and so is the property L(d) n K # 8 
since the transduction dud’ is MS-definable, and by Proposition 1.1. 0 

4. Transition systems 

Considering the unfolding of a finite or infinite directed graph as its behaviour, we 
establish (under some additional conditions) that every MS property of the behaviour 
of a graph can be expressed by an MS formula on the graph itself: In view of 
applications, we shall formulate this result in terms of transition systems, which are 
nothing but directed graphs with some information attached to vertices and edges. 

Let n and m be nonnegative integers. A transition system of type (n, m) is a tuple of 
the form 

W=(S,T,init,src,tgt,P, ,..., P,,LSl ,..., AC,,) 

where S and T are two sets, called respectively the set of states and the set of 
transitions, init is a state called the initial state, src and tgt are two mappings from T to 
S that define respectively the source and the target of a transition, PI, . . . , P, are 
subsets of S and _!&, . . . , 3, are subsets of T that specify properties of states and of 
transitions respectively. We shall denote by 9(n, m) the class of transition systems of 

type (8, m). 
A path in W is a finite sequence of transitions (tl, t2, . . . , tk) such that the source of 

tl is the initial state init and tgt(ti) = src(ti+ I) for every i = 1, . . . . k - 1. The empty 

sequence is considered as a path starting and ending at the initial state. We shall 
denote by Paths(R) the set of paths in W and by < the prejix order on Paths(W). We 
let p< , p’ if and only if p<p’ and p’ has exactly one more transition than p. (Hence, 
< is the reflexive and transitive closure of < 1 .) For every property Pi of states we let 
Pf be the property of a path saying that the last state of this path satisfies Pi. For every 
property J??i of transitions we let 9: if be the property of a path saying that the last 
transition of this path satisfies ?&. We let the behauiour of W be the structure 

bhv(W) = (Paths(W), +, PT, . . . . PX, -27, . . . . 22:) 

which is a tree (see Section 1) with information attached to its nodes. 
Fig. 3 shows a transition system represented as a labelled graph in the usual way 

[l]. Integers name the transitions. The initial state is the common source of 
transitions 1,2, 3. The target of transition 3 satisfies property P and transition 7 
satisfies property 9. Fig. 4 shows the behaviour of this transition system. The marks 
P* and 9 * show the nodes of the tree (i.e., the paths in 9l?) satisfying P* and J*. 

We conjecture that every MS-property of the behaviour of a transition system W is 
equivalent to an MS-property of an appropriate relational structure representing 
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Fig 3. Fig 4. 

W itself. (See Conjecture 4.2 below for a more precise statement.) We shall prove 
special cases of this conjecture. 

A transition system is deterministic if it is of the form 

9 = (S, T, init, src, tgt, PI, . . . . P,, 211, . . . . 2&,,) 

where PI, . . . . P,ES, &, . . . . L2 ,,,E T and the following conditions hold: 

(1) 21, .*., 9, form a partition of T, 

(2) for every state x, for every i e { 1, . . . , m} there is at most one transition in 9i with 
source x. 

We say that W as above is complete if, instead of (2), we have the stronger condition: 

(2’) for every state x and every i = 1, . . . , m, there exists one and only one transition 
in li with source X. 

In order to specify the parameter m, we shall say that a system W as above is m-cry. 
We shall denote by 9?(n, m) the class of deterministic transition systems of type (n, m). 

The behaviour of a transition system 9 in g(n,m) is an [ml-tree, where 
[m] = (1, . . . . m} is used as a set of directions (see Section 1; the directions are edge 
labels that distinguish the different outgoing edges). The subsets PI, . . . , P,, is S define 
subsets P T, . . . , PX of the set of nodes of the tree bhv(W). Hence bhv(W) will be handled 
as the structure: 

(Paths(W), SW,, . . . . Sue,, P:, . . . . P.*), 

which differs slightly from the one defined initially. Here, Suci(p, p’) holds if and only if 
p< rp’ and the last transition of p’ belongs to L!?i. (We recall that p E Pi* if and only if 
the end state of p belongs to Pi.) 

Fig. 5 shows an infinite, complete transition system in 9( 1,2) and Fig. 6 shows its 
behaviour. The states marked a are those that satisfy PI. The state marked init is the 
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Fig 5. 

a 

. . 

Fig 6. 

initial one. In Fig. 6, the nodes of the tree marked a are those satisfying PT. These 
nodes are characterized by an access path of the form 2”l”. 

A transition system W in B(n,m) is characterized up to isomorphism by the 
relational structure: 

IWI1:= (S,hlh,R~ ).,.) R,, PI )...) P") 
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where Init = {init} (a subset of S), and, for i = 1, . .., m, the relation Ri is the set of 
pairs (src(x), tgt(x)) such that x is a transition satisfying .JZ!i. One can consider 9 as 
a deterministic automaton with input letters 1, . . . , m, and n distinguished sets of states 
P 1, . . . , P,. One can also consider it as a directed labelled graph: see Fig. 5. The vertices 
of the graph are the states of 9. The behaviour of W is its unfolding (its tree of finite 
paths, see Section 1) from the vertex corresponding to the initial state. 

In the following theorem, MS1 denotes MS logic relative to the representation of 
a transition system 99 by the structure 1 L% 1 1 allowing quantifications on sets of states 
but not on sets of transitions. Behaviours, which are “tree-shaped’ transition systems 
are represented similarly. 

Theorem 4.1. For every n, m E N, the transduction bhv is MS,-compatible on the class 

%n, m). 

Proof. We first consider the case of a complete system %? belonging to 9(n,2). The 
behaviour of 9 is a structure of the form 

bbv(W) = ({1,2}*, Sue,, SUQ, P:, . . . . P,*) 

that we make into the tree: 

h(hhv(W)) = ({1,2}*, Snci, Suc2, U’,Li) 

in T(A) where A = {true, false}” and for every w E { 1,2}*, every a E A: 

w E P, 0 a = (al, . . . . a,) and for every i = 1, . . . . n, ai = true 

if and only if w E Pt. 

From lWli = (S, Init, RI, RZ, PI, . . . . P,,) we define the tree-automaton 

@VI):= G, (R&A, InIt), 

where for each a = (al, . . . . a,) in A, the relation R, is the set of triples (sr, s2, s) such 
that Rl(s, sl) and RJs, s2) hold and for every i = 1, . . . , n, a; = true if and only ifs E Pi. 

It is thus clear that ,5(&‘(R)) = {h(bbv(R))}. 

Let us now consider the MS-formula rp expressing a property of the behaviour of 
systems in 9(n,2). One can construct an MS-formula cp’ such that 

hhv(g)i= cp 

if and only if h( bhv(B?)) + cp’ 

if and only if h(bhv(W))EK (1) 

if and only if L(&(W)) n K # 0 (2) 

where K is the (Rabin recognizable) set of trees in U(A) that satisfy cp’. The equivalence 
of (1) and (2) holds because L(d(W)) = {h(bhv(W))}. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that 
(2) is equivalent to .4(W) l= 0 for some MS-formula 8 that one can construct from the 
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automaton defining K, and finally, that (2) is equivalent to 191 1 + I(/ for some 
MS-formula tj constructible from 13 (by Proposition 1.1). 

We now extend this proof to handle the case of a transition system R E 9(n, 2) that 
is not complete. The idea is to make Se complete by adding an extra state (usually 
called a “sink”). Formally, we do not modify W but we let A’ = A u ( # } and we 
construct from 1 W 1 1 the complete deterministic binary tree-automaton 

B(B) = 0 u (11, (Rnjw~, R,, Init) 

where I is the new state, R, is as in d(R) and (sl, s2, s) E R, if and only if 

either s1 = s2 = s = I 
or s,=~~=_Lands~Sand 

RI@, v) and R2(s, u) Goth do not hold for any u E S 
or s1 = I, s2, s E S, and 

R,(s, s2) holds whereas R,(s, v) does not hold for any u E S 
or vice versa by exchanging the indices 1 and 2. 

It is clear that L(B(W)) consists of a unique tree in T&4’) that we shall denote by t(9) 
and that, by deleting the nodes with label #, one obtains from this tree the tree 
h(bbv(W)). It is not hard to see that the mapping from t(B) to bbv(W) is an MS- 
transduction, and so is the transformation from [&?I1 to B(W). (We omit the routine 
details). The proof now goes as follows. From the MS-formula cp that one wants to test 
on bbv@) for W E 9(n,2), one constructs an MS-formula q” such that 

hhv(@ != cp 
if and only if t(9) +cp” 
if and only if ME K 
if and only if L(99(9)) n K’ # 0, 

where we let K’ be the Rabin recognizable set of trees in U(A’) that satisfy cp”; the 
formula cp” is obtained by Proposition 1.1 from the remark that the transformation 
from t(8) to bhv(B) is MS-definable. One concludes that these conditions are 
MS-properties of [WI 1 by Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 1.1, using the fact that the 
transformation from (B? I 1 to g(W) is MS-definable. 

For the case of R E 9(n,m), with m > 2, one can get the conclusion in two ways. 
Either by observing that Theorem 3.1 holds for m-ary trees and not only for binary 
ones, or by using Lemma 1.2 in order to reduce the general case to the one of binary 
trees. (This latter technique will be used in the proof of Theorem 4.3 below.) 0 

We would like to extend Theorem 4.1 to transition systems outside of the classes 
g(n,m). However, the relational structure 191, used to represent a transition system 
W in 9(n, m) is no longer satisfactory for certain systems that are not deterministic. (In 
particular, it does not contain information on the numbers of transitions with same 
source, same target and same properties; the behaviour of the transition system 
depends on such numbers.) We define another representing structure, the domain of 
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which is the set of transitions and not that of states. If 

9 = (S, T, init, WC, tgt, PI, . . . . P,, k&, . . . . 9,) 

we let 

1912+ (T, Init-tr, Follow, Pi, . . . . PL, S1, . . . . A?,,,) 

where Init-tr is the set of initial transitions, i.e., of the transitions, the source of which is 
the initial state init and where Follow is the binary relation on T defined as the set of 
pairs (x, y) such that tgt(x) = m(y), i.e., such that y can follow immediately x in a path. 
We let P’i be the set of transitions the target of which satisfies Pi. For technical 
convenience, we shall assume that the initial state of W satisfies none of the properties 
Pi: hence, the structure 1%‘12 defines W completely, up to isomorphism. Note also that 
for every x, y E T: 

Follow(x) n Follow(y) # 8 =a Follow(x) = Follow(y) 

where we denote by Follow(x) the set of transitions y such that (x, y) belongs to 
Follow. 

In the following conjecture, MS2 denotes MS logic relative to the representation of 
a transition system W by the structure (L%(~. 

Conjecture 4.2. For every rr, m E N, the transduction bbv is (MS2, M&)-compatible on 
the class Y(n,m).’ 

This conjecture cannot be proved by a straightforward extension of the proof of 
Theorem 4.1 for the following reason. The proof of Theorem 3.1, upon which Theorem 
4.1 is based, makes an essential use of the results by Niwinski [18, 193 saying that the 
p-calculus is equivalent to MS-logic on D-trees, a result which is no longer true on 
arbitrary trees (and in particular on the behaviours of general transition systems). For 
an example, two finite trees that are not isomorphic but are related by a bisimulation 
[l] cannot be distinguished by any formula of the p-calculus, whereas they can be by 
an MS-formula. We shall prove this conjecture for certain ordered transition systems 
that we now define. 

4.1. Ordered transition systems 

An ordered transition system is a tuple of the form 

L&Y = (S, T, init, src, tgt, < , PI, . . . . P,, S1, . . . . 2,) 

where(S,T,init,src, tgt,P1 ,..., Pn,&, . . . . 9,) is a transition system and < is a par- 
tial order on T such that each set out(x) := {y E TI src(y) = x> where x is a state, is 

‘Note added at revision: This conjecture has been established by B. Courcelle and I. Walukiewicz [ll]. 
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linearly ordered by Q and is either finite or has the order type of w. We denote by 
O(n,m) the class of ordered transition systems of type (n, m). 

The behaviour of an ordered transition system is a tree, as is that of any transition 
system, but in addition, this tree is ordered in the following way: 

we let p Q p’ (where p and p’ are nodes of the tree, hence are finite paths in Se) if and 
only if either p = p’ or p = p” . t, p’ = p”. t’, where the last transitions of these paths, 
t and t’, are such that t < t’ (for the given ordering 6 on transitions). 
In the structure lWlt representing an ordered transition system 9 we shall include 

the order < on the domain of transitions. 
If we order the transition system 59 of Fig. 3 by taking for < the usual order on 

integers (transitions are denoted by integers in this example), then its behaviour is the 
tree of Fig. 4 where the left-right branching on the drawing corresponds to the 
above-denned order of bhv(99). 

Theorem 4.3. For every n, m E N, the transduction bhv is (MS2, MS,)-compatible on 

@n, m). 

Proof. Our goal is to use Theorem 4.1, by means of an MS-definable transduction 
8 that transforms an ordered transition system in O(n,m) into one belonging to 
9(n + m, 2). We shall construct 8 such that, for every such transition system W in 
O(n, m): 

bhv(S) = flat(bhv(O(159[12))), 

where 0(191z) is a transition system in 9(n +m, 2). The MS-definable transduction 
flat is defined in Section 1: it transforms a binary tree into an ordered one, by 
redefining certain edges. The result follows then immediately from Proposition 1.1, 
Lemma 1.2 and Theorem 4.1. 

Construction of 0(1911). With the structure 

lWJz = (r, Init-tr, Follow, < , Pi, . . . . Pi, dl, . . . . 2,) 

representing an ordered transition system W, we associate the structure 

<TV {*),{*>, &irst, Rnext, P;, . . . . PA, _fJl, . . . , Z?,) where * is a new object and 

R first = ((x, ~$1 y is the d -smallest element in the set 
Follow(x)} v {( * , y)l y is the < -smallest element in Init-tr}, 

R q ext = {(x, y) 1 x and y belong to Follow(z) for some z, and y 
is the < -successor of x in this set} 
u {(x, y) I x and y belong to Init-tr and y 

is the < -successor ofx in this set). 

Remark that RErst and R,,,, are disjoint, and that Rfirs, can contain a pair of the 
form (x, x) whereas Rnext cannot. This structure is of the form I Y ( 1 for some transition 
system .Y in 9(n + m, 2). The transitions of W are states of Y and the initial state of 
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Y is * . Properties Pi, . . . , P, of the states and properties 9,, . . . ,9, of the transitions 
of 99 become properties P’i, . . . , P’,, _$tl, . . . , 9, of the states of Y’. For ease of under- 
standing the construction, we use first and next instead of 1 and 2. We shall identify 
Y and (Yli and denote them both by O(lWlz) where 8 is a transduction of relational 
structures such that 19(1&?1~ is defined for every W in O(n,m) . Fig. 7 shows O(l$?(,) 
where 9 is the transition system of Fig. 3, and Fig. 8 shows its behaviour. Note that 
property P of states and property Q of transitions of W become properties P’ and Q of 
states of Y. 

Claim. The transduction 0 is MS-de$nable. We have flat(bbv(O(lW12))) = bbv(W). 

Proof. That 8 is MS-definable is clear from the definition. We let W be a transition 
system in 6(n,m) and 5 be the system constructed by 8. We now define an 
isomorphism h of flat(bbv(Y)) onto bhv(W). 

A node of flat(bhv(F)) is a finite path rr in Y. Since Rarst and Rnext are disjoint, 
this path can be defined as a sequence of states. We let rc = ( * = to, tl, t2, . . . , tk). Note 
that t,, tz, . . . , tk are transitions of 9. We let J be the set of indices j such that 
FOllOW(tj, tj+ J (in W), augmented with the index k if k B 1. These transitions are those 
such that the edge from tj to tj+ 1 is of type first. We let j,, j,, . . . , j, be the enumeration 
of J in increasing order. Then the sequence t. t ,,, J2, . .., tj, is a path rc’ in 9. We let 
h(rr) = n’. If k = 0, then J is empty and rr’ is the empty path in W. The mapping h is 
a bijection and also an isomorphism of trees. Also rr satisfies a property Pi* or $, 
which means that its end state satisfies Pi or that it last transition satisfies 97, if and 

Fig I 
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Fig 8. 

only if the target of tk satisfies Pi or tk itself satisfies 1, if and only if rc’ satisfies P;* or 
227 respectively. Hence h also preserve the node labels encoding their properties. 0 

Fig. 8 shows the top part of bbv(O()B[,)) where W is as in Fig. 3. For sake of 
readability, we use the edge labels n and f instead of next and first, and at each node, 
we only indicate the number of the last transition, and not the corresponding path. 
The broken edges show the pairs (x, y) such that x< ,y and (x, y) does not belong to 
Sucnrst. These edges together with those labelled by first yield the tree of Fig. 4. 

Let d E N. A transition system is d-bounded if every state is the source of at most 
d transitions. 

Corollary 4.4. For every d, n, m E N, the mapping bbv is (MS2, MS1)-compatible on 

d-bounded transition systems of type (n, m). 

Proof. It is enough to construct an MS-definable transduction c( that transforms 
a d-bounded transition system 9 (given by IWlz) into an ordered one with same 
behaviour (up to the order on successors of nodes that has no meaning in bbv(W)). We 
shall get bbv(W) = flat(bbv(@(lW12)))) and the result will follow from Proposition 
1.1 and Theorem 4.3. 

We now sketch the definition of a, intended to produce a relational structure of the 
form 1Y-)2 for some transition system 5. The corresponding definition scheme will 
use d parameters X1, . . . , X, subject to satisfy the following conditions: 

(1) X1, .**, Xd form a partition of T, 
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(2) foreveryx,y,zETandiE{l,..., d} 

if x E Follow(z), y E Follow(z), x E Xi and y E Xi, then x = y. 
(We recall that Follow(x) denotes the set of transitions y the source of which is the 
target of x.) Assuming these conditions we can now define 

(3)x~yifx=yorifforsomez~T,someiandjwithl~i<jddwehave 
x E FOLLOW, Y E FoIIow(z), X E Xi and Y E Xi. 

The existence of X i, . . ., Xd satisfying Conditions (1) and (2) follows from the 
hypothesis that W is d-bounded (the sets Follow(x) have at most d elements) and the 
facts that two sets Follow(x) and Follow(y) are either equal or disjoint). These two 
conditions are expressible in MS-logic. From every tuple (Xi, . . . , XJ satisfying them, 
one obtains by (3) the definition in MS-logic of the desired partial order. From these 
definitions the formal construction of a definition scheme for u is straightforward. 0 

4.2. Unordered transition systems 

Let F(n,m) be the class of transition systems of type (n, m) such that each set 
Follow(x) is finite. Let cp be an MS-formula (without 6 ) expressing a property of 
behaviours of transition systems from P(n, m). An immediate corollary of Theorem 
4.3 is that the condition bhv(W)~ cp is expressible by an MS-formula II/ on the 
relational structure 1 (Se, 6 )I 2 where (W, < ) is W augmented with a linear ordering 
< of its set of transitions. However, for any two such orders 6 and < ’ 

I@, < )12+ $ if and only if I(% <‘)12+ II/ (*) 

because these conditions are both equivalent to the condition bhv(W)+ cp which is 
independent of any ordering of the transitions of W. It follows that the property 
bhv(W) + cp of W is expressible in lgl2 by an MS-formula, with the help of an auxiliary 

but arbitrary linear ordering of the domain. (Arbitrary means that any linear order of 
the domain works, see ( * ) above.) With the terminology of Courcelle [9], this means 
that the corresponding property of lWlz is an MS( G )-property, hence an MS2( d )- 
property of B. 

Corollary 4.5. For every n, m E N, the transduction bhv is (MS,( d ), MS1)-compatible 
on the class P(n,m). 

The property that a set X has an even cardinality is MS( 6 ) but not MS [7,9]. In 
the case of the property bhv(W) + cp, for W in P(n, m) we do not know whether the use 
of an auxiliary but arbitrary linear ordering is really necessary, and we do not know 
either whether this property can be expressed on lSI?12 in counting monadic second- 

order logic: this language is an extension of MS-logic considered in [7], where special 
predicates can test whether a set has a cardinality that is a multiple of a fixed integer. 
(One can equivalently define it as the extension of MS-logic with “counting modulo” 
first-order existential quantifications: &,dqx’$(x) says that the set of objects x sat- 
isfying $(x) has a cardinality that is a multiple of q.) 
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4.3. The logic CTL* 

Temporal logics like CTL* are often presented as logics expressing properties of 
transition systems, whereas they actually express properties of their behaviours. We 
discuss informally CTL* referring the reader to Arnold [l], Dam [12] or Emerson 
[13] for formal definitions. The formulas of CTL* express properties of states and 
paths of transition systems. Paths may be infinite and they start from any state, 
whereas above we only considered finite paths starting from the initial state. There are 
two types of formulas, the state formulas, denoted by IJ, c+, a”, . . . and the path 

formulas denoted by Z, x’, rc”, . . . The main constructions (in addition to the usual 
Boolean combinations) are as follows. For every state formula 0 and for every path 
formulas 7c and rc’: 

En is a state formula expressing that there exists a maximal path (maximal for the 
prefix ordering) satisfying rc and starting at the considered state, 

N7-c is a path formula expressing that the considered path truncated from its first 
transition satisfies 71, 

nUd is a path formula expressing that the considered path satisfies rc’ or is of the 
form t l...tnp, where tl, . . . . t, are transitions, p satisfies rr’, and for every 
i = 1, . . . . n, the path ti.. . t,p’ satisfies x, 

DC is a path formula expressing that the origin of the considered path satisfies the 
state formula g. 

Let us associate with a transition system W = (S, T, init, src, tgt, PI, . . . , P,) of type 
(n, 0) the relational structure 

bhv”(R) = (S u P, <, trunc, fin, PT, . . . . P$, P1#, .,., Pk#) 

where P is the set of paths in W, i.e., of finite or infinite nonempty sequences of 
transitions (tl, t2, . .., t,, . . .) such that tgt(ti) = SrC(ti+ I) for every i > 1. The origin of 
a path is the source of its first transition. We let < be the pre$x order on paths, 
extended by letting s<p, whenever the state s is the origin of the path p. The unary 
relation fin characterizes the finite paths, and trunc is the set of pairs (p, q), such that 
q is obtained from the path p by deleting the first transition. The component q of such 
a pair is a state if p is reduced to a single transition with target q. For every property 
Pi of states, we let Pf be the property of a finite path saying that the last state of this 
path satisfies Pi, and we let Pi” be the property of a path saying that its origin satisfies 
Pi. We let also Pi” hold for the states that satisfy Pi. 

It is then straightforward to translate an arbitrary formula $ of CTL* into 
ajrst-order formula 9 such that, for every transition system W, 8 holds true in bbv”(W) 

if and only if $ holds true in W. Since infinite paths can be handled as linearly ordered 
sets of finite paths, 8 can itself be translated into an MS formula 5 to be interpreted in 
bbv+(W), where bbv+(W) is like bbv(W) except that its domain consists of all finite 
paths, and not only of those starting from the initial state. If we assume that W is such 
that every state of W is reachable by a path from the initial state, then one can 
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transform 8 into a formula p such that CL holds true in bbv(W) if and only if $ holds true 
in %?. 

In words this means that every CTL*-property of a transition system W (every state 
of which is accessible) is an MS-property of its behaviour. For certain systems W (see 
Theorems 4.1-4.3), we obtain that it is an MS-property of the systems W themselves 
(appropriately represented by relational structures). The validity of Conjecture 4.2 
would give an extension of this result to arbitrary transition systems. This extension 
actually holds by the result of Dam [12] saying that every CTL*-property of 
a transition system &Z is expressible in the p-calculus (on g), since the p-calculus is 
a fragment of MS-logic. 

5. Algebraic trees 

Algebraic trees are infinite trees associated with certain recursive program schemes. 
It is proved in [3] (and also in [14]) that an infinite tree is algebraic if and only if its set 
of finite branches (where each branch is represented by a word in a precise way) is 
a deterministic context-free language. Here, we shall use this characterization as 
a definition. 

Let A be a ranked alphabet with all symbols of rank at most k. A tree t in T”(A) is 
completely defined by the partial mapping: [k] * + A, also denoted t, that associates 
with every node (represented by its access path, see Section 1) the symbol in A that 
labels it. The set ofbranches oft is the language Brcb(t):= {wt(w)l w E [k]*} E [k]*A. It 
is clear that t is characterized in a unique way by the language Brch(t). We shall say 
that the tree t is algebraic if the language Brch(t) is a deterministic context-free 
language. (See [16] for background on languages). 

The tree t such that Brch(t) = La u ({1,2}* - L)b where L = {2”1”1 n 2 0} is 
shown above in Fig. 6. (The symbols a and b have rank 2; only the labels a are shown 
in Fig. 6.) 

The following result is from [6] restated in the terminology of the present paper. 

Proposition 5.1. Let A be a ranked alphabet of cardinality at most n and k be the 

maximal rank of its elements. If a tree in T”(A) is algebraic, then it is the behauiour of 
a transition system in 9(n, k) that, considered as a graph, is equational. 

The transition system of Fig. 5 is an equational graph that we shall denote by H. Its 
behaviour, i.e., its unfolding from the initial state, is the algebraic tree shown in Fig. 6. 
The graph H is equational because it is defined by the two equations H = f (G) and 
G = g(G) illustrated below in Fig. 9. The top part of the figure shows the equation 
H = f (G). The mapping f embeds a graph G with 3 distinguished vertices called the 
sources in a “context” graph consisting of 7 edges. The bottom part of the figure shows 
the equation G = g(G). The mapping g embeds G as above in a “context” graph 
consisting of 4 edges. The Italic numbers 1,2,3 mark the sources and should not be 
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Fig 9. 

confused with the Roman numbers I,2 which are edge labels. We refer the reader to 
[6,8] for more details about equational graphs (i.e., graphs defined by systems of 
equations). 

Theorem 5.2. The monadic theory of an algebraic tree is decidable. 

Proof. Let t be an algebraic tree, given by Proposition 5.1 as the behaviour of a k-ary 
deterministic transition system H that is equational. This transition system is infinite 
but can be given by a finite system Z of (finite) graph equations. Let tj be an 
MS-formula the validity in t of which one wants to decide. It follows from 
Theorem 4.1 that this validity is equivalent to the validity in H of an MSz-formula 
8 that one can construct from +. This validity can be decided because the MS2 theory 
of an equational graph, given by a relevant system of equations, in decidable [6]. 0 

We now discuss some links with the theory of context-free languages. Let us fix an 
integer k. For every language Lc [k]*, we let Tree(L) be the tree in Tw((a, b}) such 
that Brch(Tree(L)) = La u ([k]* - L)b. We get immediately the following corollary 
since the constructions of [3] defining a system of equations in trees from a determin- 
istic language, and of [6] defining a system of graph equations from a system of 
equations in trees are effective. 
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Corollary 5.3. For every deterministic context-free language LG [k]*, the monadic 
theory of the tree Tree(L) is decidable. 

Remark 5.4. For every finite automation d over [k], the monadic theory of the tree 
Tree(L(d)) is decidable because Tree(L(d)) 1s a regular tree. However the transduc- 
tion from &’ to Tree(L(d)) is not MS-compatible. If it would be, then the class of finite 
automata .E?’ over [l] such that Tree@(d)) has no occurrence of b would be 
MS-definable. This condition is equivalent to the property that L(d) = l* which is 
not MS-definable by Proposition 2.4. 

However, the mapping associating the tree Tree(L(d)) with a finite or infinite 
deterministic automation d over [k] is MS-compatible. This follows from Theorem 
4.1. 

One may ask: For which languages L is the monadic theory of Tree(L) decidable? 

Here are some answers. 

Proposition 5.5. (1) The monadic theory of Tree(L) where L is the noncontext-free 
language {2”1”2” 1 n > 0} is decidable. 

(2) There exists a context-free language Mfor which the monadic theory of Tree(M 

undecidable. 

Proof. (1) We let L = {2”1”2” 1 n > O}. This language is defined by the deterministic 
infinite automaton shown on Fig. 10, with initial state marked init and final state 
marked a. Let W be the complete deterministic transition system obtained from that of 
Fig. 10 by the addition of a “sink” state denoted by I receiving all missing transitions. 
Let us mark by b each state of 9, except the one already marked by a. The tree Tree(L) 

is thus the behaviour of W. But the structure 191 1 is the image under an MS-definable 
transduction CI of the algebraic tree t of Fig. 6. 

Let us describe CI. It takes as input any tree s in U( {a, b}) and produces a complete 
deterministic transition system Y of type (2,2) with set of states S and set of 
transitions T defined as follows, where we denote by n(w) the node of s with access 
path w, for w E {1,2)*: 

S is the set {x, I} u W u W’ where x = n(l), I = n(1 l), Wis the set of nodes n(2”) 

for all n 2 0, and W’ is the set of nodes n(2”l”) for all n and m > 1 such that ~(2~17 = b 

for every p, 0 d p < m; in Y the state x has label a and all other states have label b; 
T consists of the following transitions: 
(a) the transitions of s with source and target in W u W’ with same types as in s, 
(b) a transition of type 2 from n(21) to x, 
(c) transitions of type 2 from u to u, where U, v belong to IV’ and have label a in s, 

and there exist u’ and u’ in W with paths from U’ to u and from u’ to u and such that 
there is a transition (necessarly of type 2) from u’ to u’, 
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Fig 10. 

(d) a set of transitions with target _L such that the resulting transition system is 
complete and deterministic, of type (2,2). 

It is clear that Y = 99 ifs = t. 

By Theorem 3.1, the MS-theory of Tree(L) reduces to that of [&‘I1 and by Proposi- 
tion 1.1, the MS-theory of /%!I1 reduces to that of t. Since the MS-theory of t is 
decidable (by Theorem 5.2), so is that of Tree(L). (Thomas uses in [22] the graph of 
Fig. 10 as an example of nonequational graph, the monadic theory of which is 
decidable; the decidability of its monadic theory is proved in [22] in a completely 
different way.) 

(2) For proving the second assertion, we observe that there exists a context-free 
language M c { 1,2}*, such that one cannot decide, for given u in { 1,2}*, whether the 
language M/u:= {u/w E M) is equal to { 1,2}*. (This is actually an easy variation on 
the proof that one cannot decide whether a context-free language is equal to { 1,2)*; 
one uses the modified Post correspondence problem associated with a universal 
Turing machine; see [16]; we omit details.) We now consider the tree Tree(M). For 
every word u in {1,2}*, one can construct a closed MS formula $ such that 
Tree(M)+ $ if and only if M/u = { 1,2}*. It follows then from the choice of M that the 
monadic theory of Tree(M) is undecidable. 0 
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6. Conclusion 

Languages like C TL* [ 1, 12, 131 are usually presented as describing properties of 
transition systems, whereas they actually express properties of their behaviours, the 
behaviour of a transition system being defined as its set of finite and infinite paths. In 
this paper, we have made explicit the distinction between a machine and its behaviour, 
especially in the perspective of the logical expression of properties of behaviours of 
machines. We have exhibited several classes of machines for which the behaviour 
mapping is monadic second-order compatible which means that monadic second-order 
properties of behaviours of machines can be translated “back” into monadic second- 
order properties of the machines themselves. These cases are summarized in Table 1. 

We have also answered a question discussed by Thomas [22], by establishing that 
the monadic theory of an algebraic tree is decidable. 

Table 1 

Machine 

Finite or infinite automaton 
Finite or infinite tree automaton 
Finite or infinite tree automaton 
Finite Rabin automaton 
Deterministic transition system 
Ordered transition system 
d-bounded transition system 

Behaviour 

Language of finite words 
Set of finite trees 
Set of infinite trees 
Set of infinite trees 
Tree of finite paths 
Tree of finite paths 
Tree of finite paths 

Theorem 2.3 
Theorem 2.7 
Theorem 3.1 
Theorem 3.2 
Theorem 4.1 
Theorem 4.3 
Corollary 4.4 
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Appendix 

This appendix contains the proof of Theorem 3.1 that we now restate. We let A be 
a finite ranked alphabet consisting of symbols all of rank 2. 

Theorem 3.1. Let K be a Rabin recognizable subset of U(A). The property of ajnite or 
injinite tree automaton & over A that L(d) n K # 8 is MS-dejinable. An MSformula 
expressing this property can be constructed from ajkite Rabin automaton defining K. 

We shall use a fragment of MS-logic called the p-calculus, and establish that the set 
of states 4 of d such that L(d, q) n K # 0 is the value of a p-term in a certain 
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algebraic structure P(d) built on subsets of the set of states of d. The following 
definitions and lemmas are essentially from Niwinski [l&19]. 

We let d = <% (&L4, F) be a tree-automaton. We first define g(d). We let P(2) 
denote the powerset of 2. We let 

where c is set inclusion, I := 8 (the least element of g(_$!)) and T := 3 (the largest one). 
The binary operation u is set union and for all a in A: 

Remark that (P@?), (G),,,) is nothing but the bottom-up deterministic tree au- 
tomaton (without accepting states) associated with ~2 [15]. On the other hand, the 
ordered set (P&Q, E, u , I, T) is a complete lattice with u as binary join opera- 
tion. The binary functions 2 where a E A are all monotone and continous. 

We now recall the definition of p-terms. (The ,u-terms we shall use are not of the 
most general form: they are written without intersection and complementation.) 
A ,u-term N with free variables in (xi, . . . , xk} is intended to define a monotone 

mapping NB(d), k : g(s)k + B(2?). We define simultaneously the syntax and semantics 
of p-terms. 

(1) Every variable Xi is a p-term, Xi is free in this term and (Xi)B(d), k := pi, the ith 
projection: @(s)k --) g(2). 

(2) The constants _L and T are p-terms without free variables and they define 
respectively the constant functions equal to 8 and to d. 

(3) If N and N’ are p-terms then N u N’ and a(N, N’) are p-terms: their free 
variables are those of N and N’ and their values are the functions such that 

(4) If N is a p-term and y is a variable, then py . N and vy . N are p-terms, their free 
variables are those of N except y and for every s E LF(J!)~: 

(py . N)Bcd),k(i) is the least solution of the equation 

X = Np(d),k + I 6% x) (4 

and 

(vy.N)P(d),k(S) is the greatest one, 

where (s, X) denotes (Si, . . . Sk, X) if ,? = (S,, . .., Sk). When writing Nb(d),k + 1, we 
assume that y is numbered as &+ i which is compatible with the assumption that all 
free variables of py. N and vy. N are in {xi, . . . , xk}. It may happen that y has no free 
occurrence in N. That Eq. (A.l) has indeed a least and a greatest solution is ensured by 
Knaster-Tarski’s lemma. See Arnold and Niwinski for details [2]. 
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p-terms can also denote sets of finite and infinite trees with variables. The symbols 
in A are all of rank 2 and the variables are of rank 0. We shall denote by Xk the set of 
variables {xi, . . . . xk}. Every p-term N with free variables in Xk defines a subset of 
Tm(A u X,) that we shall denote by Nrree,k. We first review some definitions. 

For every a in A, we have a binary mapping on T”(A u X,), also denoted by a and 
defined as follows. For t, t’ in Tm(A u X,), the tree a(t, t’) is obtained by taking the 
union of two disjoint copies oft and t’ (considered as graphs) augmented with a new 
vertex, say r, labelled by a that is the root of a@, t’) and edges from r to root(t) and 
root(t’); root(t) is the first successor of r and root@‘) is the second. Every symbol of 
Xk can be considered as a tree reduced to a single node, labelled by this symbol, hence 
belongs to Tm(,4 u X,). 

We shall also use substitutions of sets of trees for variables. If t belongs to 
Tm(A u X,) and Li, . . . . Lk are subsets of Tm(,4 u I’) for some set of variables Y, then 

rCL1lx1, *.., Lk/xk] denotes the set of trees obtained by substituting in t an element of 
Li for each occurrence of variables xi. Different trees in Li may be substituted for 
different occurrences of xi+ If L is a subset of T”(A u X,), then LILl/xl, . . . . Lk/xR] 

denotes the union of the sets t [Ll/xl, . . . . Lk/xR] for all trees t in L. See [4] for more 

details on infinite trees and operations on them. 
We can now define MTree,k by induction on the structure of a p-term M assumed to 

have all its free variables in Xk 
(1) If M is the variable Xi, then Mrree,k is the set {xi}. 

(2) The values of the constants I and T are respectively the empty set and the set 
T”(A u X,). 

(3) (N U N')Tree,k = N~ree,k U Nk,,k 

and 

= {uk t’)/tEN’rree,k> ~‘~Nkee,k} 

for every a E A. 

(4) (py.N)T,=,k is the least solution of the equation 

x = N~ree, k + 1 [x/Y] 

and (vy.N)rree,k is the greatest one, where X ranges over subsets of Tm(A u X,). If 
y has no free occurrence in N, then (py.N)T,,k = (vy.N)rree,k = NTree,k. 

Remark A.l. Let MsT”(A u Xk u {y}). The largest subset L of Tm(A u X,) such 
that L = M[L/y] can be described concretely as follows. There are two cases 

Case 1: y E M. (Note that y belongs to Tm(A u Xk u {y}).) It is clear that 
Tm(A u X,) is a solution of the equation Y = M[ Y/y] and is necessarly maximal, 
hence L = T”(A u X,) . 
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Case 2: y 4 M. A tree belongs to L if and only if it is the limit of an infinite sequence 

t&t I,..., t, )... of trees in T”(A u X,) constructed as follows: 

t,,isatreein M, tIEtOIM/y] ,..., t.+IEt,[M/y] ,... 

If t, has no occurrence of y then t n+i = t, for all i > 1. Since M does not contain y, 

the occurrences of y in t, are at depth at least n + 1. It follows that the limit of 
to, t1, . ..) t,, . . . is well-defined. (See [2] for more details.) 

We now define the semantics of infinite trees relative to a tree automaton d. For 
every tree t in U(A), we let the value of t in d be the set of root-states of the runs of 
d on t; we denote this set by vaI&(t). In other words, a state q belongs to vald(t) if and 
only if the tree t belongs to L(d, q). 

For the purpose of an inductive proof, we need to extend this definition to trees with 
variables. Let t be a tree in Tm(A u X,). Let Sr, . . . . Sk be subsets of 9. An (S,, . . . . Sk)- 
run of& on t is a mapping from the set of nodes oft to 9 such that, the value of a node 
labelled by a variable xi belongs to Si and the value of a node labelled by a symbol 
a from A is related with those of its two successors as in the definition of Section 3, for 
runs of automata on trees without variables. For every tree t in T”(A u X,), the value 
oft in sf is the mapping vald,h(t) : 9$5!)” + UP such that: 

vaI8,k (r)(Si, . . . , S,) is the set of root-states of the (S,, . . . , &)-runs of d on t. 

If L is a subset of Tm(A u X,), we let its value in d be the mapping 
vals,k(L) : ~9’(L!i?)~ + q’(9) such that 

vaI~,k(L)(Sr, . . . . Sk) is the union of the sets val&,&)(S,, . . . . Sk) for t in L. 

Lemma A.2. For every k and n E f+J, if L1, . . . . Lk E T”(A u X), and L E T”(A u Xk) 

then 

val&4,&L[LI/xIY ...,Lk/xk])(sl, ..-,&) 

= val~,k(L)(val~,n(L1)(s~, . ...&), . . ..val~.“(Lk)(s,,-..,s”)) 

for every S1, . . . , S, C 4. 

Proof. The proof is a straightforward verification from the definitions. 0 

We shall say that an automaton & with set of states 9 is reduced if for each q in 
9 the set L(s9, q) is nonempty, equivalently, if vald (T”(A)) = 9. If it is not, then its 
restriction to the set of states val&(T”(A)) is a reduced automaton B called the 
reduced automaton of ~2, such that for every state q of a, ~C(99, q) = L(d, q). 

Lemma A.3. Let d be a reduced automaton. For every integer k and every p-term 
N with free variables in Xk we have Np(d,,k = vald,k(NT,,,k) 

This lemma means that the value of a p-term N in J&I is the value of the set of trees it 
defines. Mezei and Wright [17] have established a result of this type for sets of finite 
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trees defined as least fixed points of systems of polynomial equations. There are many 
theorems following this scheme. They have numerous applications, in particular to 
decision problems [S]. This lemma is proved in [l& Theorem 6.23 in the special case 
where d is deterministic. 

Proof of Lemma A.3. The proof is by induction on the structure of p-terms. We only 
consider a few cases. 

If N = T, then Nrlee,k = Tm(A u X,) and vald,k(T”(A u X,)) is the constant 
function equal to 1 since T”(A) is a subset of Tm(,4 u X,) and the automaton ~4 is 
reduced. On the other hand, NB(&),k is defined as the constant function equal to 9. 
Hence, the result holds. 

Now, we let N = vy.N’ be a p-term with free variables in Xk. (We consider y as 
identical with xk + r). We want to prove that for every Si, . . . , Sk E Z? we have 

N~(&),k(Si, ...y Sk) = “&f,k(hree,k )(S 1, ..*,s,). (A-3) 

Let us denote respectively by S and S’ the left- and the right-hand sides of this 
equality. We have 

S=N~(d),k+l(S1,...,Sk,S), (A.4) 

s’ = vdd,k(~)(Sly . . . , Sk)? (A-5) 

where L is defined as Nrree,k and satisfies the equality 

L = Nkee,k + 1 [L/Y]- 64.6) 

Furthermore, S is the largest subset of 9 that satisfies (A.4), and L is the largest 
subset of T”(A u X,) that satisfies (A.6). By the induction hypothesis, we can assume 
that 

N&d),k + 1 = v&t,k + 1 b%ee,k + 1) 

Hence we get 

S’ = val&,k(L)(Si, . . ..Sk) 

64.7) 

= vaIg,k(N&k+ l[L/Yl)(s,>..-,sk) 

= v&d,k+ l(NTree,k+ l)(sIy ...,Sk, vdd,k(L)(SI, . ..?sk)) by Lemma A.2 

= %y.q,k+ I(SI, ..a, Sk, S’) by (A.7) and (AS). 

Hence S’ is a solution of (A.4). It follows that S’ G S. It remains to establish that SE S’. 
We consider two cases. 

Case 1: y E Nkree,k + 1. Then L defined as (YY.N)rree,k is eqUa1 to Tm(A u Xk), ShCe 

we are in Case 1 of Remark A.l. By (AS) s’ = val&,k(L)(Si, . . . , Sk) 3 val&T” (A)) = 9. 

Hence we have SGS’ and S = S’. 

Case 2: Y $Nlr,ee,k+ 1. Let q E S defined as NPCIJ,k(S1, . . . . Sk). By (A.4) and (A.7) 

4 ‘=vdd,k+ d%ee,k+ 1) @I, . ..> Sk, S). Hence, there exists a tree t E Ni,,k + 1 and an 
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(S r, . . . . Sk, S)-run r of ~4 on t with root state q. For every node w of t that is an 
occurence of y, we let q,,, = r(w). We have qW E S. By the same argument as above, we 
can find t, E N&k + I and an (S,, . . . , Sk, S)-run r, of d on t, with root-state q,,,. We 
let t’ be obtained by substituting in t the tree t, for each w as above. The runs r and 
r,,, can be combined and form an (S,, . . . , Sk, S)-run of J$’ on t’ with root-state q. The 
above argument can be repeated: the occurrences of y in t’ can be replaced by trees in 
Nk,,k + 1. Since y # Nk,,,k + 1, the occurrences of y are deeper and deeper and by 
repeating the argument infinitely many times, one obtains a tree in L (by Remark A.l) 
and an (S,, . . . . Q-run of d on this tree with root-state q. This proves that q E S’. 

We have proved that S c s’, hence that S = S’. 
Finally, we consider the case of N = py.N’ where N’ is a p-term with free variables 

in Xk and y as identical to xk+r. We let Sr, . . . . Sks9 and we have 

N~(zq,k(Sr, ..-T Sk) = U { f”(@/cc is an ordinal}, 64.8) 

where for every S,j(S) = Nb(dj,k+ r(S1, . . . . Sk, S), f’(S) = S, f”‘r(S) =f(f”(S)), 
fS(S) = U {f”(S)/cc -C /I} if /? is a limit ordinal. Similarly, 

N rlee,k = U { g*(O)/cr is an ordinal}, (A-9) 

where g(L) = N&,k + 1 [L/y] for every set of trees L. We claim that for every 
ordinal c( 

v&,k(g”(!$)(SIY . . ..sk) =f”(@ (A.lO) 

This is easily proved by induction on a: for the case CI = j? + 1, we observe that for 
every subset L Of T”(A u xk) 

vald,k(dL))(S17 ..-?sk) =f(V&,k(L))(Sl~ . . ..sk)) (A.ll) 

which follows from (A.7) (the induction hypothesis on N) and Lemma A.2, and we 
use this for L = ga(0): this gives (A.lO) by using the induction hypothesis on a. One 
proves (A.lO) for a limit ordinal CI by using the fact that the mapping associating 

vhd,k(L)(Sl~ . . . . Sk) with L is monotone and continous. 17 

Lemma A.4 (Niwinski [19]). For every Rabin recognizable set K of A-trees, one can 

construct a closed p-term N such that NTree,O = K. 

The set of states of the reduced automaton of a tree automaton d is defined by 
a p-term as (vx.(a(x, x) u b(x, x) u . . . . . ))q(d) where the union extends to all symbols 
a,b,... ofA. 

Lemma AS. For every Rabin recognizable set K of A-trees, one can construct a closed 
p-term N such that, for every jinite or injinite tree automaton & over A, we have 

NY(I)= {qE2lL(d,q)nK +S> 

where B is the reduced automaton of SB. 
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Proof. We let N be the p-term that defines K (by Lemma A.4). We have by Lemma 
A.31 

N ~a) = v&@nee,o) 

= val&) 

= {q~$‘l L(% 4) n K f S> 

= (qEZ?IL(&,q)nK #O} 

since for every state q in 2!‘, the set of states of a’, we have L(B, q) = L(d,q) and 

L(d, q) is empty for q not in 2’. 0 

Lemma A.6 For every p-term M over A with free variables in {x1, . . . , xk}, one can 
construct an MS-formula (P~(X, Y, X1, . . . . X,) such that, for every finite or infinite tree 

automaton J;4 over A with set of states 2, for all subsets X, Y, X1, . . . . Xk of 1 we have 

dl= %f(X, Y, XI, . . ..X.) 

if and only if X1, . . . . Xk G Y and X = NpcaO),~(X1, . . . , X,) where W is the restriction of 

d to Y. 

Proof. Straightforward construction using an induction on the structure of M. 0 

Proof of Theorem 3.1. It follows from Lemmas A.5 and A.6 that one can construct an 
MS-formula J/(X) such that, for every tree automaton d over A we have 

&+ tj(X) if and only if X = {qEL2lL(d,q)nK #s}. 

In the construction of II/ using Lemma A.6, we use as set Y the set of states of the 
reduced automaton of d and the fact that this set is definable by a p-term, hence by an 
MS formula. Finally 

J&‘+~X(+(X)A“X~F#@‘) ifandonlyifL(d)nK#@, 

where “X n F # @” stands for the formula saying that X n F # 8, and F denotes the 
set of accepting states of d. 0 
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